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Senior Producer

Experience

Senior Producer, Collective Next, LLC
January 2016–Present
Design, pitch, and create new podcasts for clients. Oversee creative design, piloting and production 
phases of podcasts. Design and oversee audio interventions for events and exercises. Coordinate editing 
and prepare tape for broadcast. Help clients to organize and hone messages for a variety of scaled 
communications including live talks, videos and podcasts.

Associate Producer, WBUR and NPR’s Here and Now 
August 2012—April 2014
Conceive, prepare, produce and edit one to three radio segments per day to air on national radio. Part of 
the seventeen member team of producers, hosts and engineers that produces NPR’s daily mid-day news 
magazine show, Here and Now, the first collaboration between NPR and a member station to create 
flagship programming. Serve as General Assignment producer, in addition to working with science, music 
and media analysis correspondents.

Public Radio Producer 
May 2006–August 2012
Veteran general assignment reporter and producer with specialties in politics, science, and culture working 
in public radio stations across the country. Expert in audio recording, engineering, editing and distribution 
using a variety of professional and commodity hardware and software tools. Served as fill-in local host, 
director and engineer for broadcasts at WYPR in Baltimore Maryland. 

Education

University of Michigan
Bachelor of Arts, Political Science

Skills/Certifications

+ Project Management
+ Investigative Reporting 
+ Production
+ Facilitated conversation 

+ Script Writing 
+ Audio Editing 
+ Talk Coaching
+ Story Development 

Publications/Presentations

Founding Producer and Co-Host of Talking Machines
Podcast focused on Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence

Royal Society’s Workshop on Public Perspectives on AI
Presented at the 2016 Neural Information Processing Systems Conference in Barcelona, Spain

Practical Tools for Communication in AI Using the Storytelling Algorithm 
Presented at the Data Learning and Inference conference 2016 Sestri Levante, Italy
Presented at Facebook main campus for the Applied Core Machine Learning team May, 2016 

As a senior producer for Collective Next I help groups to communicate 
about issues that matter to them, to find the “human heart” at the center 
of their world and community. 


